The customer service charge is a fixed
monthly charge, regardless of how much gas
you use. The natural gas charge is the market
price of the commodity which is passed
through to the customers at the same price that
the utility purchased the gas. The utility
makes no profit on your gas charge under the
Energy Charge section of your bill. The
reconciliation of the gas costs are monitored
yearly by the Maine Public Utilities
Commission to insure compliance.
The service and the delivery charges recovers
the cost of operations and maintenance.
Together these charges cover the cost of meter
reading, meters. pipe maintenance, billing and
other customer related costs. As a utility
regulated by the Maine Public Utilities
Commission our rates, pricing, and any rate
hikes are reviewed and approved by the
commission.
Conversion Factor is a factor that converts
the measured volumes (in CCF) to therms.
The factor is calculated based on two
components 1) The delivery pressure to your
meter, a constant and; 2) The average BTU
content of the gas delivered to you for the
billing period.

CLEAN, AFFORDABLE,
RELIABLE … NATURAL GAS

Reference Information:
Hours of Operation
Monday - Friday 7:30 am - 4:00 pm
Natural Gas Emergency:
1-877-532-5636

Understanding
your Natural
Gas Bill

Dig Safe Notification
1-888-344-7233
Questions about your bill:
Business Office: 207-729-0420
Toll Free: 1-877-867-1642

Maine Natural Gas
PO Box 99
Brunswick, ME 04011

877-867-1642
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What Your Natural Gas
Bill Looks Like

Natural gas use is measured in units
of volume, CCF (1 CCF = 100 cubic
feet). The difference between your
previous and current meter readings
(in CCF) is converted to therms by
applying an energy and pressure
factor. Natural gas charges is the cost
of the natural gas itself.
A Therm of natural gas is equal to
100,000 BTUs. A BTU (British
Thermal Units) is the quantity of heat
required to raise the temperature of
one pound of water by one degree
Fahrenheit.
The index price option is the price of
gas which changes monthly as the
market price of natural gas changes.
The fixed price option is the price of
gas the customer has elected for a
certain period of time.

